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" What do we ask for? We a sk for

equal rights as American
citizens. We ask for life, and
the doctors to cure us, not kill
us . We ask for equal access to
public accommodations without
fear of ridicule, and we ask
for freedom of opportunity based
on our potential, not our
appearance. So let freedom ring. n

Russell F. Williams
"Let Freedom RingH
The NAAFA Workbook

What is faT Oppression?
Pat oppression is the systemac~c op~=es s ion of fat people . I~ :5
discrimination based on appearances ~~d stereotypes cornpa=ab:e ~:
racism, anti-Semitism, sexism, a:.d c l assism.

MFat oppression is such a banal and integral aspect of America:.
culture that most people take it for granted as a natural and
acceptable phenamenon. H
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Fat people are discriminated agai~sc in many areas including
employment, education, medicine, housing, accessibility, media,
fashion, sex, and fii.ndship. This discrimination ts fueled by ... :.c.e: y
held stereotypes. Fat oppress ion is one of the last forms of
discrimination still complete ly accepted in mainstream media and
culture.

A few of the stereotypes facing fat men, women, and children are ~~~:
they are lazy, unhealthy, a-sexual, annoying, stupid, unable to
control themselves, socially inept, and gluttonous slobs.
All of thes • • tereotype. are untrue . These are false ideas
perpetuated by our culture, the media, and the weight-loss indus~~.
We should not have to break our backs to obtain the .... rigbt. &D4
privilege. afforded to thinner peoplel Being fat is not wrong , it ~5
not always a result of overeating or an eating disorder, it is not
directly related to any particular health risks. Pat people can and
do exercise I We have sexl We make love! We are loved I We lustl We a:e
intelligent, we are professionals , we are working-people, we are
parents, we are activists I
Pat oppression preserves the unnatural and biased power structure i~
America. Fight against all forms of oppr••• ion. taka back your mind.
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sedative in women's history, a
one. Ilaomi Molt 'l'be Beauty Myth
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"Loyalty to petrified opinions never yet broke a chain or freed a
human soul in this world-and never will." Hark 'tWain
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The Retwork for lbe
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HA cultural fixation on female t hinness is not an obsession about
female beauty but an obsession abou~ female obedience. The Beauty Myth
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Take
actiOn
From FATlSO? 8y.}4artlyn Wann
Ten Speed Pn;S8 1998

• Smile at al'l the fat folk
you Bee on the street .
No f atso st.lould ever be
smile deprived.
• Speak up t"or yourself or

others . Don·t let fathating remarks slide.
• Call a diet company ' s 800
number and run up their

phone bill asking nosy
questions like, "What %
of your customers keep

all of their weight off
for five years?" (don't

buyanythingl)
• Ask organizations that
you belong to if they'll
adopt nondi scrimination

policies about weight .
+

Speak out against other
forms of oppression / too .
No one is free until we
all are .

+

When you see an ad ,that
makes fun of fat people,
write to the company and

let them know what you
think of it .

· continued ..
Go to your local
department stores and

+

locate the large-sized
clothing sections. If
they are hidden in a
back corner on the top
floor behind housewares,
ask the store manager

why they discriminate
against fat customers.
+ Examine your beliefs and
where they come from.
' Reeducate yourself.
Strike a ,blow for fat-
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freedom. Join the .
National Association to
Advance Fat Acceptance.
Call 1-800-442-1214
CasualLy mention fat as
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a conversation topic,
without talking about
losing weight.
~
Come out to your flimily

and. friends as ,fat, or
8S a fat supporter.
+ Remind your local

officials that 55% of
their constituency. is
fat. Ask them what they
have done 'recently to

end size discrimination .
+

Rip down diet ads you
see posted on telephone

poles . They are posted
illegally ...
OiBtrlbutod by Riot Grrr1 South
llast Hlchlgan

